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i am glad to see that virtualcol is still developing. the new models are impressive! i just wish that they
would make better cockpit texturing but i know that it is hard when you have such a large aircraft. i have

been playing with this for a couple of weeks now and it has some great features and is fun to fly. i just
wish that the afterburner was a bit stronger since it is very, very effective in the air. i will definitely be

purchasing this. thanks, virtualcol! in conclusion, it's about time that virtualcol released a package
specifically designed for the e-190, and if they would do the same with the e-195, i would be pleased. i
know that it's not going to happen, and it is a real shame, but it's for the best. i like their other planes, i

do hope that they continue to develop them in the future, perhaps as add-on packs. i would have liked to
see virtualcol create a package for the e-190 and the e-195. so, i hope that you will continue to support
virtualcol, as i know they do a great job with the software they make. and i like their other aircraft, so
we'll see what they come up with next. thank you. the new e-190 is great, it's really fun to fly. i can't

wait to try the new e-195. i'm glad to see that virtualcol is still releasing new planes for fsx. i love their
planes, and i'll be waiting for more. thank you virtualcol for your continued support. if you want a great

fsx / p3d package for only $15 and you want to enjoy some of the finest jets to fly, then go get
virtualcols e-190 and e-195: fsx / p3d. this package has been created especially for those users who are

not going to invest too much money into the product because the price is so low. what is more, this
package includes some extra features that are not included in the regular package. as usual, virtualcol's

models are made with the utmost attention to detail, and with the realistic cockpits, fully recreated
cockpits and slightly high frame rates, this package is perfect for flying. i would like to mention that this

package is made to represent the real world e-190 and e-195. but apart from that, this package has
everything that you need, and the only complaint i have is that the texturing could be a bit better. the

textures on the cockpit and on the exterior of the planes are very nice, and the graphics are smooth, but
the textures could be a bit more detailed. apart from that, i would also mention that the cockpit is a bit

of a let down, and that the controls are a bit too easy, and that i would have liked more detailed
cockpits.
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that they continue to develop them in the
future, perhaps as add-on packs. i would have
liked to see virtualcol create a package for the
e-190 and the e-195. so, i hope that you will

continue to support virtualcol, as i know they do
a great job with the software they make. and i
like their other aircraft, so we'll see what they

come up with next. thank you. the new e-190 is
great, it's really fun to fly. i can't wait to try the
new e-195. i'm glad to see that virtualcol is still
releasing new planes for fsx. i love their planes,
and i'll be waiting for more. thank you virtualcol
for your continued support. if you want a great
fsx / p3d package for only $15 and you want to
enjoy some of the finest jets to fly, then go get

virtualcols e-190 and e-195: fsx / p3d. this
package has been created especially for those

users who are not going to invest too much
money into the product because the price is so
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low. what is more, this package includes some
extra features that are not included in the

regular package. as usual, virtualcol's models
are made with the utmost attention to detail,
and with the realistic cockpits, fully recreated

cockpits and slightly high frame rates, this
package is perfect for flying. i would like to

mention that this package is made to represent
the real world e-190 and e-195. but apart from

that, this package has everything that you need,
and the only complaint i have is that the

texturing could be a bit better. the textures on
the cockpit and on the exterior of the planes are
very nice, and the graphics are smooth, but the

textures could be a bit more detailed. apart
from that, i would also mention that the cockpit
is a bit of a let down, and that the controls are a
bit too easy, and that i would have liked more

detailed cockpits. 5ec8ef588b
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